Ways to overcome the BP mindset that women don't have abundance? (we don't understand how much they do)

15 upvotes | 29 August, 2020 | by krunchtimer

I've sorta posted about this before, but it always helps to revisit it.

Growing up, you don't realize just how much girls/women get hit on. How many guys they always have coming at them. As boys we don't see the abundance they have.

Guys do the chasing in our world, but we project and think that women chase us back. They don't need to. They have so many guys going after them, that they don't have to.

The online world has made it worse. Women get flooded with requests and messages of all sorts from a variety of apps. The average guy has no clue how manyorbiters even the most average of women have.

If you think about it, the abundance of average guys on online dating and social media is part of the problem. Whereas IRL approaching, a guy had to have things like looks, muscle, height, game, etc etc... in the online world, being above average gets blurred out. Chad becomes hard to pick out in a sea of average guys.

Obviously, all we can do is not worry about it, and just keep working on our mission. But what are some good ways to drive home the point to unlearn the BP thinking that women don't have abundance, and see how much they really do?
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RedEyeBlackEye1 • 12 points • 29 August, 2020 11:53 AM

Facts. They have constant irl and ol attention, validation, free food, trips, rides, drinks, concerts, and sexual shit being thrown at them nonstop...EVERY....FUCKING...DAY....ALL DAY.

...EVEN the 5/10s.

Upvoted.

opper-hombre1 • 3 points • 29 August, 2020 05:13 PM

Women have a dumb amount of abundance. Whether it be orbiters, friends, or dudes they fuck. And it’s been like that their entire lives

I’m in college and see girls Snapchat’s, and they have like 10-15 unopened snaps from dudes. Free validation and attention for them
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If you want to cry about female intrinsic value you’re on the wrong sub
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Lol not complaining, Just stating how it is
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That's a huge no.
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Oh boy more red newbs.

Yeah, attention is free for women. They have intrinsic value. You don't.

All that means is that while their attention is in fact captured, they’re essentially in a trance.

Why's that? If something broke YOU out of that cycle, you'd pay attention too.
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Not a noob, just pointing out a fact.
Thinking women don't have abundance isn't being BP, it's being ignorant.

Obviously, all we can do is not worry about it, and just keep working on our mission. But what are some good ways to drive home the point to unlearn the BP thinking that women don't have abundance, and see how much they really do?

You answered your own question. And honestly a woman's options shouldn't come into play into how you get at her anyways if you have some sense. All that matters is how she treats you. I don't care if she got 1 dude or 100 on the bench, how is she coming at ME?

There's no concrete answer.

For me, I had no choice but to accept it as I was in a LTR.

Whether we like it or not, women get hit on. A LOT. Like, waaaay more than you think.

From the minute they pick up their phone in the morning to when they lay their head down at night and rest, a woman will get hit on so many fucking times it would make your head spin.

As the other poster said, a good idea is to start up an account as a woman.

I for one just could not handle that influx of messages on the daily, the thought of not being able to actually enjoy something like social media due to some stranger offering me his cock 24/7, and the sleaziness of it all. That must be so annoying, in all fairness to the decent women out there.

You have to accept it that women have probably 10-30 offers to your 1-2. You can't deny it, hurts too much when the truth prevails.

Just have to accept it and do your best.

Do you think women have an abundance of trp men with good game/looks as well though?

no. most men are bitches. a lot of them are just super angry and reactive. some of them are dangerous. some of them are creepers. some of them are assholes.

you rarely find attractive men who are self-confident and non needy and have massive abundance.

There's not an abundance of them (there's a few, the Chads are everywhere), but they're certainly not short on supply of them.

Man did it open my eyes.

I usually use the shotgun tactic on tinder (swipe right like a madman and get as picky as I want after matching)...but using that with this profile was something else, I couldn't swipe three profiles without matching (with a good amount of above average looking men) just a few minutes after creating my profile I had like 30
matches...imagine how much it'll grow if I gave it more time.

Funny thing I found out is that at least in my area, only around 1 out of 10 guys has some sort of game, so that the conversation isn't an interview for the lass.

So yeah...perhaps you could argue that these dudes are "devaluing male attention" but I think you can still succeed in online dating without begin rich or having an extravagant physique.

In the past I had a couple of dates I met through tinder with my decent pictures and OK game (someone wrote a post regarding this on this sub recently, titled "copy pasta game" or something, that might help)...and about the abundance mentality, I don't see a way around it, there's little more to do than accept it and be stoic about it, keep fighting and improving yourself.

TrpKid2 • 3 points • 29 August, 2020 01:30 PM
You know the facts. Read the sidebar. Read field reports. Women in 2020 can order dick like you can order a pizza.
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I had a convo w my bro last night.

He had hung out w one of our neighbor girls who is pretty good looking. He said she showed him her tinder and it’s like a constant stream of matches and messages. It’s like how a celebrity would be when they post on ig, constant notifications
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It’s like how a celebrity would be when they post on ig, constant notifications

I was thinking something similar before you posted this. In order for a guy to be near the level of getting approached that women do, he essentially needs to be a celebrity of some sort? Being good looking and successful isn't enough... women need social proof before they'll actually get up off their ass and go after a guy?

catz123456 • 3 points • 29 August, 2020 05:06 PM*
What do you need to drive home?? It's pretty ubiquitous. Women always had options since the beginning of time. It's just that there were more rules/laws holding them back from being their slutty selves (not all but a good majority). Nowadays with social media, dating apps, and women empowerment culture, there's really no barriers holding them back from accessing 100s and 1000s of men other than maintaining a non-slutty image and even that's not as important as it once was to them.

Good thing the majority are simps and below average smv so the competition for a decent/high smv man isn't much in everyday life (not online).
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so the competition for a decent/high smv man isn't much in everyday life (not online).

But doesn't the high SMV guy who can make an impression on a woman IRL still have to compete with all the attention modern women are getting from online dating & social media?

catz123456 • 1 point • 29 August, 2020 06:42 PM
To a degree because she might be using apps etc but I've found that a lot of high quality women aren't on apps. She will place you ahead of the orbiters (yes lots of "chads" in the group aswell) due to how you
met her in person. It's more tangible than even a top 10% instagram/dating app profile. It's hard to explain but out of the countless women I've banged off apps over the years, the ones I've met in person are the most "normal" and last longest as plates.
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It's not that women have abundance is that women have so much abundance it's hard for normies to wrap their heads around it. Every hot girl on Instagram has a 99+ next to her DMs
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when you go on facebook and you see the men out there in every single comment section, especially the comment sections with thousands of men commenting (let's say on a sports story), consider that if you are a women, literally every single one of those men would sleep with you if given the opportunity. many of those men would cut off an arm to be with you longer term. the level of abundance is almost unfathomable
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Top Men don't chase. Yes women have abundance but the market is saturated with chasing beta males. It makes these women scramble all the more for men who don't give a shit that they exist.
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Women don't have as much abundance as you think. It only appears like that the surface.